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Background and Motivation
With 5G adoption for commercial use, researchers and prac-
titioners have engaged into exploring 6G telecommunication 
technologies. In early 2020, they specified 6G basic concepts, 
perspectives, proposals and suggestions in a number of white 
papers, including the one about 6G trust, security and privacy 
(TSP) [1]. 6G is expected to offer the 6th sense. It follows the 
footsteps of 5G and pursues the integration of communications 
and sensing. Through sensing the physical world and human-be-
ings, 6G should be capable of programming to offer automa-
tion systems that span a rich variety of devices, several types of 
network and communication technologies and humans. Thus 
theoretically, 6G should timely offer user expected and satisfied 
networking services for social communications, health, logistic, 
entertainment, business, and so on. It will embrace emerging 
technologies, such as quantum communication, molecular com-
munication, real-time intelligent edge, Internet of everything, 
etc. As a consequence, personal and national safety will highly 
depend on network and information security. Anticipating future 
development, ITU-T specifies that Trustworthy Networking 
should be provided [2]. 6G TSP white paper [1] also indicates 
that trust should be embedded into networking. On the other 
hand, security is always a mandatory requirement, which is one 
of key performance indicators of trust. But sensing human-be-
ings and physical world brings serious concern on privacy pres-
ervation, which however, conflicts with trust. All above drives us 
to pursue a trust management solution for trustworthy network-
ing in 6G, which should ensure security and overcome privacy 
leakage in an integrated way.

Another view of 6G is it is a large-scale heterogeneous net-
work (LS-HetNet) by integrating terrestrial networks, space satel-
lite networks, marine networks [2]. Such an integrated network 
can seamlessly support anywhere and anytime networking. But 
we hope high quality-of-trust offered by LS-HetNet to meet 
mobile user expectations and be robust against various fail-
ures and malicious attacks. By integrating with cloud comput-
ing, edge computing, network resources can be economically 
arranged with high flexibility across multiple domains according 
to user demands. But this requests virtual collaboration among 
multiple network operators in a trustworthy way with privacy 
preservation at both operator level and user level. In summary, 
6G is expected to hold such attractive features as trustworthy 
and autonomous networking based on effective sensing of the 

physical world to automatically satisfy user demands through 
integration of heterogeneous communication and networking 
technologies. The promising features of 6G introduce new chal-
lenges that motivate our efforts and practice.

Obviously, we are facing many new open issues to offer trust, 
security and privacy in 6G due to its design goals and specific 
features. New research issues with regard to security, privacy, 
and trust request deep insight investigation. For example, how 
to unify anonymous identity authentication, provide efficient 
network access and handover, offer personalized routing, con-
duct verifiable accounting, and realize operator-exclusive end-to-
end security? Apart from the above, 6G raises special concern 
on privacy in terms of both users and network operators since 
collaboration among network domains either vertically or hor-
izontally become essential in 6G. For all aforementioned prob-
lems, a core challenge could be how to provide a general and 
universal solution that can integrate security and privacy through 
trust management across multiple trust-centric network domains 
to realize end-to-end trust. In this process, user identity, infor-
mation and related data should be well controlled with autho-
rized access, without depending on any parties that may not be 
fully trusted. In addition, intelligence offered in each step of the 
above process should be verified or ensured as trustworthy with 
explanation. Especially important, an incentive mechanism is 
expected to motivate all stakeholders to behave as expected for 
automatically managing the trust of future networks. 

Facing such a lot of open issues, it becomes significant to edit 
a Special Issue (SI) to discuss 6G trust, security and privacy in 
order to collect current opinions on future networks for the pur-
pose of directing next-step research and practice. We received a 
total of 51 submissions and finally selected 11 articles for publica-
tion through rigorous reviews. In what follows, we introduce each 
accepted article by classifying them into three categories: 6G 
trust, 6G security and 6G privacy. Note that if all aspects of trust, 
security and privacy are concerned in an article, we put it into the 
category of 6G trust. If both security and privacy are considered 
in an article, we put it into the category of 6G security.

accepted paper introduction

6g trust
To enhance the trust of the triangle of telecommunications 
formed by clients, service providers (SPs), and manufacturers 
and ensure the trustworthiness of manufacturers, Ling et al. 
attempted to develop a blockchain-based framework to rebuild 
and maintain the trust triangle in the article “Blockchain-Based 
Network Hawkeye Function: Building the Trust Triangle in 6G.” 
Facing potential threats and vulnerabilities, the authors first 
design a blockchain-based network hawkeye function (NHEF) 
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to allow clients to watch SPs, SPs to monitor manufacturers, 
and manufacturers to prove their trustworthiness in an open 
and privacy-preserving way. Then, they offered a practical NHEF 
solution compatible with 5G and envisioned its potential for the 
beyond 6G networking. Furthermore, two NHEF-aided mech-
anisms were proposed from the interests of clients in order to 
construct a complete trust triangle. Experimental testing results 
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.

In order to guarantee the reliability and trustworthiness of 
post-authorized network nodes, trust and reputation manage-
ment (TRM) becomes essential to continuously evaluate the 
trustworthiness of each participant by collecting and processing 
trust-related data. In the article “Toward Blockchain-Based Trust 
and Reputation Management for Trustworthy 6G Networks,” the 
authors showed the effectiveness of using blockchain to con-
struct such a TRM system for 6G networks. Concretely, block-
chain can be utilized to build up a decentralized platform for 
collecting and processing trust evidence in order to quantify 
trust. A case study about resource management in 6G networks 
was performed to show that the blockchain-based TRM can dig-
itally evaluate reputation scores based on fulfillment of resource 
owner’s obligations and consumer feedback. In addition, inher-
ent challenges and future directions regarding blockchain-based 
TRM for 6G are also discussed.

To deploy effective trust management-based intrusion detec-
tion solutions in the era of 6G, the article “BCTrustFrame: 
Enhancing Trust Management via Blockchain and IPFS in 6G 
Era” identifies key challenges and discusses two major ways 
of trust management design: information-based and consulta-
tion-based. It proposes BCTrustFrame, a blockchain-based trust 
management framework, which can build a trust map among 
a plenty of 6G devices with blockchain and InterPlanetary File 
System (IPFS). By applying the IPFS technology, both the size 
of shared data and trust management latency can be reduced. 
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed framework 
can enhance the robustness of trust management when traffic is 
overloaded, as compared with traditional schemes.

Autonomous network is an indispensable component of 6G. 
It lets artificial intelligence (AI) models make decisions autono-
mously to operate the network and meet service requirements. 
Ethical issues and trustworthiness of the AI models have to be 
well addressed before autonomous networks can be introduced 
into production networks. The article entitled “Ethically-Respon-
sible and Trustworthy Autonomous Systems for 6G” by Wu 
presents a framework for ethics-responsible and trustworthy 
autonomous systems for 6G by embedding an ethical platform 
for the responsible delivery of an AI project into system design. 
A case study on edge offloading was provided to show practical-
ity of the proposed framework.

AI is also treated important for 6G trust management. In 
the article “Generative Adversarial Learning for Intelligent Trust 
Management in 6G Wireless Networks,” Yang et al. proposed a 
generative adversarial learning-enabled trust management meth-
od for 6G. This method aims to secure clustering and achieve 
reliable and real-time communications, which enhances intelli-
gent trust management with robustness. 

6g security 
Confronting the weakness of centralized identity management 
for cross-domain interoperability, decentralized identity man-
agement shows great advance for future multi-stakeholder 6G 
networks without relying on centralized identity providers or 
certification authorities. In the article “Decentralized Identifi-
ers and Self-Sovereign Identity in 6G,” Garzon et al. brought 
decentralized identifiers together with self-sovereign identity into 
cross-domain and privacy-preserving identity and key manage-
ment in 6G networks and discuss their application opportunities 
and potential benefits.

In the context of 5G and its beyond including 6G, network intru-
sion detection is always an important measure to confront network 
security risk. Facing the large amount and complexity of rules for 
intrusion detection, the article “A Fuzzing-Based Method for Testing 
Rules in Intrusion Detection System in 6G Networks” proposes a 
fuzzing framework to test detection rules for evaluating their sound-
ness. Particularly, a tunable respondor is applied to generate con-
text-specific responses to construct network states. Fuzzing strategies 
are further designed to test as more as possible rules. A number of 
security threats are discovered by this work, such as conflicted rules, 
performance degradation and intrusion detection bypassing.

Facing such security attacks as man-in-the-middle hijacking 
and bypass listening, information hiding has become a new way 
of security countermeasure. In the article entitled “Large-Capacity 
Local Multi-Dimensional Information Hiding Method for 6G Net-
works,” Li et al. proposed a local multi-dimensional information 
hiding method with large capacity. It hides multi-layer information 
in the multi-dimensional space of digital signals by using orthog-
onal space and spread transform. Interestingly, this method can 
hide information in multi-layers at the same location while allow-
ing independent information extraction from multiple layers.

The amount of data is increasing dramatically in 6G era, 
and as a result, the demand for privacy protection is becoming 
prominent. The article “Toward Data Security in 6G Networks: 
A Public-Key Searchable Encryption Approach” by Shi et al. ana-
lyzes some typical security and privacy problems in 6G based 
applications, discusses the solutions to these problems, and 
presents a framework of 6G based smart cities with searchable 
encryption, which guarantees the privacy and availability, includ-
ing ciphertext search and access control, of smart city data.

6g privacy 
Channel State Information (CSI) could be widely applied in 6G 
to support new applications and personalized networking ser-
vices. However, CSI analysis poses threats to people’s privacy 
and security. In the article “Integrating CSI Sensing in Wireless 
Networks: Challenges to Privacy and Countermeasures,” Cigno 
et al. discussed the current state-of-arts of CSI-based sensing and 
present some important technologies to protect privacy and 
allow legitimate use of CSI for offering good services.

For securing federated learning for 6G empowered Internet 
of Medical Things (IoMT), the article “SMPC-Based Federated 
Learning for 6G Enabled Internet of Medical Things” proposes 
a convolutional neural network (CNN) based federated learn-
ing framework that combines secure multi-party computation 
(SMPC) based aggregation and encrypted inference methods 
for generating an encrypted global model, which is returned to 
edge servers for localized training and further improving model 
accuracy with data and model privacy preservation.

concLusion
Based on the above SI article review, we observe that current 
research on 6G trust, security and privacy pays much atten-
tion to applying emerging technologies such as blockchain 
and machine learning to facilitate 6G development in order to 
achieve decentralized trust management and high intelligence. 
Meanwhile, security and privacy are also enhanced in order to 
ensure 6G robustness and satisfy user privacy requirements.

Editing this SI is a fruitful experience. We would like to thank 
all authors and reviewers for their tremendous contributions to 
this SI. We appreciate the kind support from Dr. Chonggang 
Wang, the Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Network Magazine, for steer-
ing our editing work and ensuring the quality of this SI. 6G trust, 
security and privacy is emerging as a hot topic in both indus-
try and academia. We believe there are many attractive and 
significant research issues worth our exploration, which may not 
be covered herein. We hope this SI can stimulate future deep 
research and investigation in this field.
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